Biographical Sketch

Born Denison, Texas, Barnstormed in a Jenny in early 20s, sold Air Kings in 1927-28. Flew fish from Gulf of Mexico. Joined Robertson, later Universal in 1929. Flew dynamite to mines in Central America and ore concentrate out in mid-30s. Served in Bureau of Air Commerce as Air Carrier Inspector during late 30s and 40s. Joined North Central Airlines and retired in 1966 as Senior Vice President-Operations.

Box 1

1 Pilot Log books: 1932, 35, 36, 41, 42
2 Scrapbook
3 First Reunion Airshow
4 ITC Aviation Photographs
5 Personal correspondence from such notables as: Sam Rayburn and Hubert Humphreys  
   U.S.A. Commissioner of Patents:  
   Course and Bearing Indicators  
   Certificates of Award
6 Air Route map, correspondence, “News Front”
7 Photographs: Airline crashes, airplanes, personnel
8 A.D. Niemeyer – His Story